Materials:
100% Forecast film system frames are full EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate), EVA is flexible and durable, therefore ensuring a comfortable fitting frame that performs in any type of weather conditions.

Forecast Film System Care:
- Clean the lenses with mild kids soap and water.
- If the lenses or your glasses fog or turn white, a soft cloth to remove excess moisture or allow it to air dry.
- Avoid cleaning or drying the lenses with any paper products as it will damage the lens and/or coating.
- If the lens is scratched, please contact your authorized 100% dealer to purchase replacement parts.
- Use only 100% parts and accessories.
- Do not place your Forecast Film System face down.
- Always store your Forecast Film System in its supplied bag when not in use or during transport.
- Always store your Forecast Film System in a cool dry place away from direct sunlight and/or heat.
- Do not expose your Forecast Film System to extreme heat conditions (DO NOT leave your car dashboard, header vents or clothes dryer).
- Do not expose your Forecast Film System to strong detergents or harsh chemicals.
- Do not bend your Forecast Film System unnecessarily.
- Inspect your Forecast Film System regularly for damage, if there is damage to the lens and/or frame the system should be replaced.

Questions? Please contact 100% customer service at:
info@100percent.com

Limited Warranty:
100% provides a two-year warranty against manufacturing defects from the date of purchase. During the term of this warranty, 100% will replace any current model which is deemed by 100% to possess a manufacturing defect. Scratched lenses or other wear and tear as a result of normal use are not covered by this warranty.
For warranty or replacement service, please contact us at:
info@100percent.com

Intended Use:
This is not a safety goggle. This goggle film system is intended for motorcycle use only. Except official races and competitions, it is for protection from wind, dust and dirt. It is not recommended for use under water and mud. This system is resistant to scratches in the event of contact with small solid particles or at a rate of 60 m/s.

Forecast Film System Installation and Use:
1. First remove your current current Forecast, Auric, or Strobe lens from your goggles.
2. Install the assembled system by inserting the film under the edges of the black adapter frame into the lens slot of the goggle. Press firmly around the edges of the Schoeller film to make sure the film is seated properly. Be sure that the adapter lens is completely in goggle lens channel.
3. Install a new roll of film into the left side carter, make sure the top of the roll is slot side up.
4. Remove one side of the red tape from the film roll such that the film can connect with the tape still attached. The sticky side of the tape should be facing you.
5. Slide the top edge of the film under the Clear View Slot. You may need to lift the end of the Clear View Slot to start this process.
6. Slide the top edge of the film under the Clear View Slot. Hold the film roll with one hand to keep the roll tight.
7. Slide the bottom edge of the film between the nose bridge and lens. Be sure to keep the top edge between the mud shield and lens.
8. Install the small clip into the right side carter. Make sure the roll is slot side down in the carter.
9. Install the left side carter. Begin by fitting the front portion into place first. Then swing the back end of the carter cover down into place and push the back tab down until you hear a "click". The cover is secure once you've heard the "click".
10. Continue pulling the film across to the other side. Be sure the top edge of the film stays between the mud shield and lens. When the tape around the roll in the right side carter using the sticky side.
11. Install the right carter cover in the same way as the left starting with the front portion of the cover. Then swing the cover closed and push the back tab in place until you hear a "click". Be sure press firmly around the edges to make sure it's completely seated.
12. For cooler weather while racing, pull the pull tab out and away from the goggle system. Since water is clear release pull tab and it will retract automatically. Repeat as necessary. Now GET OUT AND GO RIDE!